Maintenance
PR0934 Normally Closed Control Regulator
WARNING: Only properly trained technicians should service, adjust or replace Air-Con valves. Always relieve system pressure and otherwise
ensure valve is depressurized prior to servicing, adjusting or replacing an Air-Con valve. The valve operates in a hot environment so allow the
valve to cool before servicing. Ensure the valve is properly reassembled and mounted before pressurizing system. Do not adjust the valve when
the system and/or valve is pressurized. Failure to follow these instructions may result in valve component parts and/or hot fluids being ejected
at high velocities that could result in a serious bodily and/or fatal injury.
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Kit Instructions for Bench Maintenance
(PR0934) Normally Closed Control Regulator
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Disassembly and Cleaning
Loosen jam nut on pressure adjusting screw [9] and remove. Unscrew and remove cap [2] being careful not to lose any of the internal parts
(ball [7], guide [6], main spring [5], diaphragm [4] and seat [3]).
Check the hole in cap [2] and cleanout any obstruction. Care must be taken not to enlarge the hole (hole size determines the gain of the
valve).
Clean cap [2] and body [1] of all dirt, grease and dried Loctite® residue.
Clean body [1] cavity and threads. Check the body [1] cavity for any damage (nicks or gauges). If the body [1] is damaged the valve should
be replaced.
Reassembly
Apply Molykote® from Dow Corning silicone-based compound 111 around the hole in the body [1] where the new valve seat [3] will be
placed. Do not over lubricate (just enough to hold the new valve seat in place).
Securely place new valve seat [3] beveled side down in the center of the body [1] over the hole.
Place the new diaphragm assembly [4] into the body [1] cavity with the ball end toward the seat [3].
Place the new main spring [5] and spring guide (and ball) [6] [7] on the diaphragm assembly [4].
Apply Loctite® 242 on 1 ¼ - 12 body [1] thread. Apply for approximately ¼ turn on the thread two threads in.
Torque the cap [2] to 90-in lbf. Apply Lubriplate® 1552 multi-purpose, lithium complex grease (or equivalent) to the end of the screw
assembly [8] that screws into the cap [2]. The grease applied should be just enough to fill the divot at the end of the screw assembly [8].
The valve can be set for the correct opening pressure by adjusting the screw assembly [8].

